
Capturing Language Speci�c Constraints on Lexical Selection withFeature-Based Lexicalized Tree-Adjoining GrammarsChunghye Han Fei Xia, Martha Palmer, Joseph RosenzweigDepartment of Linguistics Department of Computer ScienceUniversity of Pennsylvania University of PennsylvaniaPhiladelphia PA 19104-6228 Philadelphia PA 19104-6389chunghye/fxia/mpalmer/josephr@linc.cis.upenn.eduAbstractThe success of a Machine Translation (MT) appli-cation depends on its ability to perform lexical se-lection, that is, to choose lexical items in the targetlanguage that most closely match the lexical itemsin the input source. This task is particularly dif-�cult in cases, such as those which arise in trans-lating from English to Chinese and Korean, wherethe target language imposes lexical constraints whichare non-existent or completely di�erent in the source.We present an implementation of an English-KoreanMT system using Feature-Based, Lexicalized Tree-Adjoining Grammar (FB-LTAG), and demonstrateits ability to handle di�culties involving lexical se-lection between those two languages. We also de-scribe the applicability of this approach to similarissues which arise in English-Chinese translation. Bybuilding language-dependent FB-LTAGs for each lan-guage and then linking them via a Synchronous Tree-Adjoining Grammar (STAG), we are able to elegantlymodel the speci�c and language-dependent syntac-tic and semantic distinctions necessary to �lter thechoice of target lexical items.1 IntroductionA Machine Translation (MT) application must beable to choose among possible translations for lexi-cal items in its input. For example, if the system isgiven an English sentence with the main verb break,there will be many potential lexical items in Chinesewhich could be used to translate this verb (Palmerand Wu, , 1995). These Chinese translations for breakwill be closely related semantically and conceptually,yet distinguishing among them is critical for achiev-ing a correct translation. Similarly, when translatingthe English verb receive into Korean, there are severalalternatives to choose from, but some of these maybe inappropriate depending on more global semantic

factors. Determining the appropriate target lexicalitem to use in such cases is an important componentof lexical selection for MT.Previous transfer-based and interlingual ap-proaches to MT1 have limitations when it comes todealing with the issues of lexical selection discussedabove. For transfer-based approaches to MT suchas Geta (Vauquois and Boitet, , 1985), each sepa-rate lexeme in the source language must be pairedwith a corresponding lexeme in the target languagein a set of bilingual dictionaries. Such systems havedi�culty in choosing among closely related candi-date translations and cannot easily incorporate moreglobal semantic information to make the selection.Also, these systems are not well equipped to providea general solution for di�erences in syntactic real-ization between languages. An alternative is the in-terlingua approach, exempli�ed by Princitran (Dorr,, 1993) or Translator (Nirenburg et al., , 1992), inwhich the source verb is mapped to a canonical se-mantic representation which is shared by all targetlanguages. The elements of the semantic represen-tation are used to select the lexical realization ineach target language. While such systems are ableto handle structural divergences, the construction ofthe large language-universal semantic ontology neces-sary for the interlingua is a daunting and potentiallyintractable task.In this paper, we outline a proposal to capture thedistinctions between the meaning of a lexical item inone language and its counterpart(s) in another lan-guage based on separate semantic-feature ontologiesfor each individual language. Then we show thatthe problem of lexical selection in machine trans-1These are the two ends of the spectrum, and many systemsnow take a hybrid approach. Since the purpose of this paperis to highlight a area of MT usually ignored, and to proposea non-theory speci�c solution, we will not give an overview ofall types of MT systems. We do limit our initial commentsto non-statistical MT methods, as we do not believe that ourmethod would be useful to purely statistical systems.1



lation can be addressed by using feature structuresin the source and target grammar. The frameworkwithin which these ontologies are developed is thatof Feature-Based Lexicalized Tree Adjoining Gram-mar (FB-LTAG) (Joshi et al., , 1975; Schabes, ,1990; Vijay-Shanker and Joshi, , 1991). The gram-mar encodes semantic as well as syntactic featuresand feature constraints. We present a system for ma-chine translation between English and Korean whichis implemented in the Synchronous Tree AdjoiningGrammar (STAG) formalism (Shieber and Schabes,, 1990; Abeill�e et al., , 1990), an extension of FB-LTAGs.The present paper is organized as follows. In sec-tion 2, we de�ne the problem of lexical selection inmore detail. In section 3, we introduce the basic de�-nitions of FB-LTAG and STAG and propose a modelof lexical mapping between source and target lan-guages. In section 4, we report on how the proposedmodel is being implemented using speci�c examples.Finally, section 5 discusses additional examples whichpose more di�cult problems.2 De�ning the ProblemThe essence of the problem that we are trying to solveinvolves lexical constraints that are critical for onelanguage but non-existent or completely di�erent inanother. A classic example of this is the translationof break into Chinese.(1) Heta broketa'po thezhi'shan doormen .ta da'po le men.(2) Heta brokeda'sui thezhi'ge vasehua'ping .ta da'sui le zhi'ge hua'ping.As shown in Sentences (1) and (2), break can betranslated into da po and da sui respectively, accord-ing to the physical properties of the objects that arebroken. In English, break is a very general verb in-dicating an entire set of breaking events which canbe distinguished by the resulting state of the objectbeing broken. The verbs shatter, snap, split, etc. canall be seen as denoting more specialized versions ofthe general breaking event. Chinese has no equiva-lent verb for indicating this class of breaking events,and each usage of break has to be mapped onto amore specialized lexical item. Even the English spe-cializations of a breaking event do not cover all of thedi�erent ways in which Chinese can semantically dis-tinguish between breaking events. The end result isthat lexical selection from English to Chinese is oftenpredicated on the existence of semantic features that

are completely irrelevant to the selectional restric-tions of break in English(Palmer and Wu, , 1995).A similar situation is illustrated by the followingKorean examples from a military domain.(3) choykunuycurrent yocheng-ulrequest-ACC swusinha-yss-tareceive-past-INDI received the current request(4) kongkupmwul-ulcommander-report-ACC pat-ass-ta.receive-past-INDI received the supplies.Sentences (3) and (4) highlight a situation in whichone language (English) has two senses for the samelexical item, receive, whereas the other language, Ko-rean, has two distinct lexical items corresponding tothese same senses.2 In Korean, the �rst sense of re-ceive is swusinhayssta and it selects for a theme ar-gument which denotes some information such as arequest or a command that is transmitted via a com-municative device such as a radio transmitter or atelephone. The second sense of receive is representedby patassta. The sense of patassta is more like thatof English receive in that it allows a wider rangeof theme arguments. That is, the theme argumentof patassta can denote physical objects such as sup-plies as well as information such as a report. Hence,in translating We received the supplies into Korean,the corresponding verb for English receive must bepatassta. However, in translating We received yourrequest, the corresponding verb for English receiveshould be swusinhayssta. Hence, selectional restric-tions of verbs must be speci�ed in such a way as toblock wrong translations.3 Proposed Model3.1 FormalismIn this paper, we present a system for machine trans-lation between Korean and English which is imple-mented in the Synchronous Tree Adjoining Grammarformalism (STAG), an extension of Feature Based-Lexicalized Tree Adjoining Grammars (FB-LTAG).FB-LTAG is based on Tree Adjoining Grammar(TAG) formalism developed by Joshi, Levy, andTakahashi (Joshi et al., , 1975). An important char-acteristic of FB-LTAG is that it is lexicalized. Thatis, each lexical item is anchored to a tree structurethat encodes subcategorization information. For in-stance, a transitive verb is anchored to a tree that2Because Korean is a pro-drop language, the target transla-tions do not contain a lexical item corresponding to the Englishsubject pronoun I. Though this poses additional complicationsto the translation process, it does not bear directly on theproblem being addressed here.



includes a subject NP and an object NP. Anothercharacteristic of FB-LTAG is that it is feature-based.Selectional restrictions can be expressed by using thefeature mechanism. The primitive elements of thestandard TAG formalism are elementary trees whichare of two types: initial trees and auxiliary trees. Ini-tial trees are minimal linguistic structures that con-tain no recursion. They represent the phrasal struc-tures of simple sentences. In initial trees, all inter-nal nodes are labeled by non-terminals and all leafnodes are labeled by terminals or non-terminal nodesmarked for substitution (#). Auxiliary trees repre-sent recursive structures, which are adjuncts to ba-sic structures, such as adverbials, adjectivals and soforth. In auxiliary trees, all internal nodes are la-beled by non-terminals, all leaf nodes are labeled byterminals or by non-terminal nodes marked for sub-stitution, except for exactly one non-terminal node,called the foot node (�). The foot node must havethe same label as the root node of the tree.The FB-LTAG formalism de�nes two operations:substitution and adjunction. In the substitution op-eration, a node marked for substitution in an ele-mentary tree is replaced by another elementary treewhose root label is the same as the substitution-marked node. In an adjunction operation, an aux-iliary tree is inserted into an initial tree. The rootand the foot nodes of the auxiliary tree must matchthe node label at which the auxiliary tree adjoins.Parsing of a sentence is successful only when the fea-tures in each node of the tree unify. Examples of el-ementary trees and the substitution operation beingperformed on these trees are given in Figure 1.
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for the same language for the purpose of generation.The strategy adopted for machine translation con-sists of matching the source FB-LTAG derivation ofthe source sentence to a target FB-LTAG derivationby looking at a transfer lexicon. The transfer lexiconconsists of pairs of trees from the source grammarand target grammar. Within a pair of trees, nodesmay be linked. The translation process is outlined in(Abeill�e et al., , 1990). First, the source sentence isparsed using the source grammar. Second, the sourcederivation tree is transferred to a target derivation bymapping each elementary tree in the source deriva-tion tree to a tree in the target derivation tree. Thisis done by looking in the transfer lexicon. Finally, thetarget sentence is generated from the target deriva-tion tree. As an example, we provide a fragment ofthe transfer lexicon between English and Korean, andshow how the English sentence John likes Mary istranslated into the corresponding Korean sentence.
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Figure 2: Lexicalized Synchronous trees for like,John, Mary
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Figure 3: John likes Mary translated into John-iMary-lul coahantaFigure 2 shows the links between elementary treesfor English and Korean. After the English sentenceJohn likes Mary is parsed under the English gram-mar, the derivation tree is transferred to a target



derivation by mapping each elementary tree in thesource derivation tree to a tree in the target deriva-tion tree. Finally, the target sentence John-i Mary-lul coahanta3 is generated from the target derivationtree. Figure 3 shows the source and target derivationtrees.3.2 Semantic FeaturesWe propose that semantic features and semantic con-straints be speci�ed in the usual method for eachlanguage. Since the feature uni�cation of featuresand feature constraints is done independently for eachlanguage, there is no need to access a universal on-tology in order to make the lexical selection. Thelanguage-speci�c selectional restrictions will ensurethe suitability of the �nal verb argument structure.We assume that each language will require its ownconceptual ontology with a distinct set of semanticfeatures. Many of the concepts in the lexical semanticontologies may be shared among languages, but lan-guages may choose to structure the concepts di�er-ently. With this in mind, we suggest an approach totranslation that does not always attempt to directlymap a speci�c verb sense in the source language toanother speci�c sense in the target language. Rather,it begins with a more coarse-grained lexical transla-tion process, which merely attempts to focus on aparticular set of translation candidates in the sourcelanguage. These candidates will be further narroweddown by a language-speci�c lexical selection processwhich examines the semantic features associated withthe instantiated verb arguments and determines thebest �t. Therefore, in many cases, the detailed merg-ing of language-speci�c semantic features associatedwith the source sense into the semantic features ofthe target sense can simply be avoided. Rather thanone-to-one mappings between lexical items, the dic-tionary would map between sets of lexical items. Wesee this as a hybrid approach that combines some ofthe strengths of both interlingua-based systems andtransfer-based systems.3.3 Korean TAG with FeaturesEgedi et. al (1994) describes the use of STAG fortranslating from Korean to English. They used theKorean TAG that was developed by Hyun Suk Park(Park, , 1993) which does not make use of the fea-ture mechanism. The lack of features results in thegrammar containing many unnecessary elementarytrees. For instance, due to the lack of case features,a noun maps onto several di�erent initial trees de-pending on which case marker it carries. That is, anoun is anchored onto an �-ka if it carries nominative3-i is a nominative case marker and -lul is an accusativecase marker.

case marker, onto an �-lul if it carries accusative casemarker, and onto a �-eykey if it carries a dative casemarker.
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patass. Then adjunction of �SUFFIX to the S ulikapokoselul patass takes place to derive ulika pokoselulpatassta.We have modi�ed the Korean grammar developedby Park in such a way that it encodes semantic aswell as syntactic features for each lexical item. Thesyntactic features include case features such as nomi-native, and accusative, tense features such as past andpresent, and mode features such as indicative, imper-ative, and interrogative. The semantic features char-acterize the semantic type of each lexical item. Thesefeatures include such features as human, process, in-formation, object , location, etc. A lexical item mayalso specify constraints on semantic features of otherlexical items available in its syntactic frame (i.e., lo-cal to its tree). At parse time, the features and fea-ture constraints must unify. For instance, a nounis speci�ed with case features and a semantic typefeature. A verb is speci�ed with tense and mode fea-tures and feature constraints such as case constraintsand semantic type constraints on the subcategorizedarguments.The derived tree using our grammar for the sen-tence in (5) is shown in �gure 7:
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man semantic feature. Moreover, it can only takeobjects with accusative case feature and informationor (physical) object semantic feature. The noun ulikais speci�ed with nominative case feature and humansemantic feature, and the noun pokoselul is speci�edwith accusative case feature and (physical) object se-mantic feature. Since the features of the verb andthe substituted nouns match, the parser accepts thesentence in (5) and the tree in �gure 7 is derived.By adding features in the Korean TAG, we wereable to get rid of many unnecessary and linguisti-cally unmotivated elementary trees from the gram-mar. For instance, addition of case features such asnominative, accusative and dative to the grammarenabled us to make all nouns anchor onto one type oftree, �NP, resulting in one representation for nouns,NP. Moreover, by adding inectional features such astense and mode features, we were able to get rid of�SUFFIX tree from the grammar, resulting in a sim-pler structural description for sentences. And moreimportantly, addition of semantic features providedus with a solution to the problem of lexical selectionin machine translation. We present how this is donein detail in the following sections.4 ImplementationThe proposed model is being successfully applied toa domain of military messages, with English and Ko-rean as our two languages, (Egedi et al., , 1994). Thise�ort is being funded by CECOM at Ft. Monmouth.In order to obtain data for this application, we havevisited the 75th Division Training Exercise in Hous-ton that involved Fort Lewis in a Corps Battle Sim-ulation. At this exercise, in addition to becomingfamiliar with the Battle Simulation environment, wewere able to collect hundreds of messages, both com-puter generated and hand-written. In this domain,short telegraphic messages are sent to military unitswith requests for information and supplies, and cor-responding answers are sent as replies. The goal isautomatic, on-line translation of these messages. Weare �nding that the approach to lexical selection out-lined in this paper is adequate for the lexical choiceissues that arise in this domain.The trees in Figure 8 show the derived trees for thesentences in (3) and (4) above. The trees in Figure9 show the NP trees for the argument NPs used inthese sentences.The verb swusinhayssta requires a theme argumentwhich denotes something that is transmittable via acommunicative device such as a telephone or a radio.This is indicated by the feature communicative. Thenoun yocheng denotes something which can be trans-mitted via a communicative device and so it has thefeature communicative on the noun tree. The features
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maps onto the Korean verb patassta. Since the se-mantic type of the object of receive is not restrictedin this way in English, there is no need to implementthese semantic features in the English lexicon.4 Thetrees for request and supplies (shown in Figure 10)in English therefore are not marked for their object-hood nor for their ability to be transmitted over acommunicative device.
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(7) poko-lulreport-ACC swusinha-yss-tareceive-past-INDI received the report.The current implementation cannot incorporatethe kind of discourse context that is crucial in deter-mining the correct translation for the English receivefor examples such as this one.5 More complex examplesThe �rst section briey described the di�culties inautomatically translating break from English to Chi-nese, primarily because break in English is a very gen-eral word, while its counterpart in Chinese needs tobe more semantically precise. Not only does Chinesemake more explicit the resulting state of the brokenobject, whether it is in small pieces, or pieces shapedlike line segments, etc., but it also makes explicit theaction that resulted in the breaking event, such as hit-ting or shouldering. The Chinese translation for breaknormally consists of two morphemes: the �rst mor-pheme (action expression) describes how the agentexerts force on the patient, the second morpheme (re-sult expression) gives the consequence of the action.For the result expression, there are dozens of Chi-nese words which describe the state broken. The at-tributes of the broken object will decide which resultis most likely to occur. For example, a long, slen-der object such as a stick can be broken into linesegments, a brittle object like a vase can be brokeninto small pieces, more solid objects like windows anddoors can be broken into large pieces. The correctlexical choice for the result expression can often bemade based on inherent characteristics of the object.Determining the action expression is more di�cultand often depends on contextual factors that maynot be available to a machine translation system. Weare currently experimenting with a simple model ofdefault correlations between the action expression ofa sentence, and the types of the agent, instrumentand action involved. We will select the action ex-pression based on the values of these default seman-tic features. For example, if an instrumental adjunctphrase is present, the type of the noun in that phraseconstrains the action expression that will be used.Otherwise, we may assume that particular types ofagents tend to use particular types of instruments tobreak things. For instance, a human being normallyuses a hand, a deer uses its antlers, a horse uses itshooves.6Once we have determined the selectional restric-tions that de�ne potential Chinese expressions, we6For the purposes of selecting an action expression in Chi-nese, the linguistic distinction which is sometimes made be-tween instruments and body parts does not seem relevant.
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To choose the correct Chinese translation for break,the features for the action expression and the instru-ment must be consistent, as shown in Figure 14.
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Sometimes, an instrument corresponds to severalaction expressions, and the exact result of the actionmay be unclear. For example, we can use an axe tokan (to move horizontally) or pi (to move vertically).Similarly, a type of patient such as a window maybe compatible with more than one result expression,since a window can be broken into small pieces, whichis sui, or into large pieces, which is po. This type ofambiguity points up the limitations of our context-independent approach, and requires an interface tocontextual information, a capability our system doesnot have.The agent of the break action can be a natural forceas well as an animate object. Each kind of naturalforce has its own power and manner for exerting forceon a patient. Similarly to the relationship betweenanimate agents and default instruments, we can ex-amine the possibility of building a mapping from nat-ural forces to action expressions. For a detailed dis-cussion, please refer to (Egedi et al., , 1996).6 Future Work and ConclusionThis work is initial work on a problem of MachineTranslation that has often been ignored or relegatedto the domain of pragmatics or world knowledge. Assuch, there remains much more work to be done, fromextending our implementation to include a larger setof lexical items, to de�ning ontologies for the lan-guages that we are interested in, to questions suchas how much and what kind of information is re-ally language-speci�c. The ontologies will require ac-cess to information from many sources, not the leastof which will be statistical information from alignedbilingual corpora (Gale and Church, , 1991; Dagan etal., , 1993; Wu, , 1995; Wu and Xia, , 1994). Unlesswe are claiming that no features need to be shared be-tween language translation pairs, which we are not,a decision must still be made about what informa-tion should be transferred between the languages. Arelated question arises for interlingua approaches |what information should be included in the underly-ing semantic representation. It is not at all clear tous where that line should be drawn.7 AcknowledgmentsThis work was supported by the Center for Com-mand, Control, and Communications Systems (C3)(Mr. George Yaeger) under the auspices of the U.S.Army Research O�ce Scienti�c Services Program ad-ministered by Battelle (Delivery Order 1326, Con-tract No. DAAL03-91-C-0034) and NSF Science andTechnology Center Grant SBR 8920230. We are in-debted to Aravind Joshi for his support of the re-search and the whole Xtag group at University of
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